Let (m^, w2, w3) be an ordered triple of real numbers such that wl + w2 + w3 = l. Let g be a real-valued function on the entire real axis which is of bounded variation on every closed interval. For/a real-valued function on the entire real axis which is bounded on a closed interval [a, b], we use the F. Riesz step function approach to define the concept of / being {wu w¡, w3) -summable over [a, b], and we define the integral [F, (m>i, wt, w3)]s | f{x) dg{x) when / has this property. We show that this integral extends the weighted refinement integral [F, {wu h>2, m3)] Ja/X*) dg{x) for/'s as above. This paper generalizes the method of Pasquale Porcelli for the Stieltjes mean sigma integral. We present an existence theorem for the integral defined here involving saltus and continuous parts of g. We establish a convergence theorem for this integral which is analogous to the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem for the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
1. Introduction. Let (wx, wB, w3) be an ordered triple of real numbers such that w1 + w2+w3=l. Let g be a real-valued function on the entire real axis which is of bounded variation on every closed interval. We let gs be a saltus function and gc be a continuous function on the entire real axis such that g=gs+gc-For/a real-valued function on the entire real axis which is bounded on the closed interval [a, b] , we use the F. Riesz step function approach to define the concept of/being (w1, w2, vr3) g-summable over [a, b] , and we define the integral (Ll) [F, (Wl> w2, w3)]s f /(x) dg (x) [August when /has this property. This integral extends the weighted refinement integral (1.2) [F,iwx,w2,w3)][bfix)dgix) Ja of [1] for/'s as here. This paper generalizes the method of Porcelli [2] for the Stieltjes mean sigma integral.
We show that a function/as above is iwlt w2, ws) g-summable over [a, b] iff the weighted refinement integral (1.3) [F, iwx, w2, wA] ["fix) dgsix) Ja and the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (1) (2) (3) (4) (LS)f fix)dgcix) J[a.i>] exist. Furthermore, we show that when (1.1) exists it is the sum of (1.3) and (1.4). We then verify that if the weighted refinement integral (1.2) exists, then/is (h^, w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] , and (1.2) equals (1.1). We then point out that for certain g's the function/may be iwu w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] when (1.2) does not exist.
We establish a result for (1.1) which is analogous to the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem for the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
2. Definitions. In the rest of this paper, all functions are real-valued functions on the entire real axis. Also, (w^, w2, w3 ) is an ordered triple of real numbers such that vv1 + vr2+H,3=l, and g is a real-valued function on the entire real axis of bounded variation on every closed interval. We let gs be a saltus function and gc be a continuous function on the entire real axis such that g=gs+gc-Definition 2.1. Let g* be the nondecreasing function such thatg*(x)= Vig, [x, 0] ) for x<0, g*(0)=0, and g*ix)=Vig, [0, x]) for x>0. Let/ be a function bounded on the closed interval [a, b] . If either w2 or w3 is different from 0, suppose/(x+) exists for all x in [a, b) such that gix+)ĝ ix); if either w, or w2 is different from 0, suppose/(x~) exists for all x in (a, è] such that gix~)^g{x). Suppose there is a sequence {/"}™=i of step functions uniformly bounded on [a, b] such that:
(i) Iim"_co/"(x)=/(x) for all x in [a, b] except for a subset of [a, b] of outer g*-measure 0;
(ii) if either w2 or w3 is different from 0, lim"_00/n(x+)=/(x+) for all x in [a, b) such that g(x+)^g(x); (iii) if either w1 or w2 is different from 0, lim"_x/n(x"~) =/(x"") for all x in (a, b] such that g(x~)¿¿g(x).
Then, we say that / is (w15 w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] .
Theorem 2.1. Let f be a function that is (wlt w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] . Let {/"}™=i be a sequence of step functions as in Definition 2.1. Then, the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral
•/ [a,f>] exists. Moreover,
n-* oo Ja exists and equals
By the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (2.1) exists, and
From Theorem 2.5 in [1] , we see that, for each positive integer n,
Taking the limit of the preceding expression as «-»-co, we have that the limit (2.2) exists and equals (2.3) .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. Now we can define the extended integral (1.1).
[August Definition 2.2. Let/be a function which is (m>1( w2, w3) g--summable over [a, b] . Let {/"}™=i be a sequence of step functions as in Definition 2.1. Then, we let [F, iwx, w2, w3) ]s\ fix) dgix) denote the limit lim [F, iwx, w2, w3)] fnix) dgix).
n-* oo Ja
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that the extended integral (1.1) is independent of the particular sequence of step functions used in Definition 2.2 having the properties there. Moreover, this integral is equal to (2.3).
3. Existence. The first theorem of this section provides necessary conditions for a function / to be (h'j, w2, w3) g-summable over a closed interval [a, b] of the real axis. This theorem also gives the extended integral (1.1) as the sum of the weighted refinement integral (1.3) and the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (1.4). Theorem 3.1. Let f be a function which is (vv1; w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] . Then, the weighted refinement integral (1.3) [F, iwx, w2, w3)] ["fix) dgsix) Ja and the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (1-4) (LS)f fix)dgcix) Jia.b] exist. Moreover, the extended integral (1.1) is equal to the sum of (1.3) and il.4).
Proof. The existence of the weighted refinement integral (1.3) follows from Theorem 2.3 in [1] . The existence of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (1.4) follows from the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. From Theorem 2.5 in [1] we have that (1.3) equals
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Adding (1.4) to the preceding, we obtain the expression (2.3) which equals (1.1) .
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. The next theorem is the converse of Theorem 3.1 and is our main result here. Theorem 3.2. Let f be a function bounded on the closed interval [a, b] .
Suppose the weighted refinement integral (1.3) and the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (1.4) exist. Then, fis (w\, w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] .
Proof.
In view of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [1] and their analogues for left-hand limits, the existence of the weighted refinement integral (1.3) implies that : For each positive integer j, we have that/, ,i(x+,i)=/(x£i) for all integers n^j, and thus it follows that h'cnn_^aifn:1(x+jiA-f(xi.i)-Next we show that Thus, Hm"_>oe/"il(x*)=/(x*). For the case where there is a one-to-one finite sequence {x}il}f=1 whose range consists of all points x of [a, b) such that gix+)^gix), proceed in a manner similar to the above to determine a sequence {fn¡1}n=x of step functions. If g(x+)=g-(x) for all x in [a, b), let fni-fn for every positive integer zz.
If h'2=0=h'3, let/",!=/" for every positive integer n. Suppose next that at least one of wlt w2 is different from 0 and that there is at least one x in (a, b] such that gix~)^gix). We use the sequence {fn.i)n=i to determine a sequence {/¡,2}"=i of step functions uniformly bounded on [a, b] and having the following two properties:
(1) lim"_>00/"i2(x)=/(x) for all x in [a, b] except for a subset of [a, b] of outer g*-measure 0;
(2) lim"^00/",2(x-)=/(x-) for all x in (a, b] such that gix~)jigix). Our method is similar to the one employed above in using the sequence {fn)n=x to determine the sequence {fnil}ñ=x f°r the case where at least one of w2, w3 is different from 0 and where there is at least one x in [a, b) such thatg(x+)^(x).
Suppose then either that w1=0=u'2 or that g(x~)=g(x) for all x in (c7, b]. We let /",2=/",i for every positive integer zz. We note that {fn.i}ñ=i is a sequence of step functions uniformly bounded on [a, b] and having the property that limn^0O/" 2(x)=/(x) for all x in [a, b] except for a subset of [a, b] of outer g*-measure 0.
It now remains to be shown that if either w2 or w3 is different from 0, then limn^00/" 2(x+)=/(x+) for all x in [a, b) such that gix+)j^gix). So, suppose that either w2 or w3 is different from 0. We treat the case where at least one of wx, w2 is different from 0 and where there is a one-to-one sequence {Xj.2}?=i whose range consists of all points x of (a, b] such that g(x~)jég(x). For each positive integer zz, let the pointsXj2,x22,
• • • , xn,2 be ordered as £i,n,2<£2,".2<" ' '<in.n,2, ar)d let ôn2 be a positive real number less than min(tl,n,2 at i2,n,2 4l,n,2> is,n.2 42,n,2> > tn,n,2 in-l.n, 2) such that, for each positive integery not exceeding n, |/(x)-f(lj,n,2)\ < l/n for all x in [£3-,"i2-<5">2, £iiB>g). For each positive integer «, let/, 2 be the step function such that fn.2(x) =/(^7",2) f°r7 a positive integer not exceeding n and x e [£iini2 -<5">2, £i>t!,2), /».2CO = /n,iW for all other x.
Let x be a point of [a, b) such thatg(x+)5¿g(x). Let e be any given positive real number. Let n" be a positive integer such that 2/n" < e and such that \fn.i(x+)-f(x+)\<£ f°r ah integers «>«". Let « be any particular integer such that «>«". If there is a positive integery not exceeding n such that x is in [£3>"i2 -ôn2, £íjB>2), there is a real number x satisfying x<x<£,-" 2 such that |/(x)-/(x+)|<l/«, and thus
If there is no suchy, then \fnÂX+) ~f(X+)\ = \fn.l(X+) ~f(X+)\ < C Thus, lim"^oefni2(x+)=f(x+).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. We conclude this section by showing that, for the given ordered triple (wu w2, w3) of weights and the given integrator function g, the integral (1.1) extends the weighted refinement integral (1.2) for the class of integrand functions/considered in Definition 2.1. Theorem 3.3. Let f be a function bounded on the closed interval [a, b] such that the weighted refinement integral (1.2) exists. Then, fis (wx, w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] , and (1.2) equals (1.1).
Proof.
From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [1] , the analogues of these results for left-hand limits, and Theorem 2.3 in [1] , we have that the weighted refinement integral (1.3) exists. We have from Theorem 2.5 of [1] that the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (1.4) exists. It then follows from Theorem 3.2 that/is (wx, w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] . The fact that (1.2) equals (1.1) follows from Theorem 2.1 of this paper and Theorem 2.5 of [1] .
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
(1.4) follows from Theorem 3.1 and the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. We then have from Theorem 3.2 that the function/is (w\, w2, w3) g-summable over [a, b] .
For each positive integer n, We close with the observation that there is a Gronwall inequality for the extended integral (1.1) like the Gronwall inequality for the weighted refinement integral established in [3] .
